
Paving Project 2022
PAVING WILL BEGIN ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH

A copy of the preliminary schedule for paving is below. Although we will make
every effort to stick to this schedule, please understand that paving is a fluid
process and that weather or other conditions could affect the timeline. Any and all
updates regarding the paving project will be sent to the Association Presidents,
posted to the LED signage at the front gate and updated on www.kpmaster.com.

We recognize that road maintenance can sometimes be a difficult experience for
residents. We will do all we can to make it as “painless” for you as possible. Since
you will not be able to drive on your section of road on the day of paving, we are
offering full time golf cart transportation during the entire duration of this project.
The point of contact for this service will be Thomas Leblanc. Thomas can be
reached at 813-460-5003. This information will also be posted on the LED signage
along with the daily schedule. 

IMPORTANT THINGS TO KNOW:

If you plan to use your car on your day of paving, it must be moved
before 7:30 am to one of the designated parking areas (See maps
below). After calling Thomas at the above phone number, he will pick
you up and return you to your home. If you need to leave, call Thomas
once again and he will return you to your car.

Be aware that the product we are applying will cause permanent
damage to your shoes, clothes, and vehicles if not properly cured. We
will have each section barricaded off until the section is ready to be
opened. Please be cautious while walking or driving around the
construction zones.

To help eliminate tire tears in the new asphalt, please make sure that we
do not turn the tires of vehicles, whether it is a car, golf cart, RV, or
motorcycle, on the new sealer while stationary. This is the biggest
cause of tire tears on new asphalt and cause damage that would require
repairs to the new asphalt.

Please note that the Master Association is NOT responsible for damage
to paver driveways. It is recommended that the Association or Unit
Owner pick up the first layer of pavers prior to paving and reinstall them
once paving is complete.

Please do not move any cones or barricades that Rose Paving has put
down unless there is an emergency. The barricades are there for the

https:
http://www.kpmaster.com


protection of the crews working, you as the resident, and the product
being put down. 

Download Schedule Here

MAPS OF AREAS TO BE PAVED

https://files.constantcontact.com/3bb0a221801/b21459f0-a497-47d2-aad7-7143f9556a8f.pdf








Download Maps
Here

TEMPORARY PARKING AREAS

https://files.constantcontact.com/3bb0a221801/3a733c82-c8fe-4653-9f20-dd100281af97.pdf


?? FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ??

Is it normal to see small tire marks once traffic is on the newly paved
road for the first time?
This is normal and nothing of concern as more traffic will compact these
tire marks down. 
 
Is there anything I can do to help eliminate tears in the new asphalt?
Yes. To help eliminate tire tears in the new asphalt, please make sure that



we do not turn the tires of vehicles, whether it is a car, golf cart, RV, or
motorcycle, on the new sealer while stationary. This is the biggest cause
of tire tears on new asphalt and cause damage that would require repairs
to the new asphalt.
 
Why is sand spread over the top of my new road?
The sand helps protect it and keeps scarring to a minimum. Within a few
days, general use and weather will clear the sand away.
 
What should I expect from the first few days of traffic?
During the first few days you may see some tire impressions, wheel
marks and scuffing. You may also experience “power steering
tears”. These markings occur when tires are turned in a tight radius on
fresh pavement. In time, these areas will smooth and flatten with regular
traffic.

When can I drive on my street after it is paved?
The indication that it is safe to use the street again will be that the street
closure barricades have been removed. After laying the asphalt several
processes need to take place to cure the new surface, including cooling of
the new asphalt which usually takes 3-4 hours. Please do not drive, walk,
ride a bike or otherwise travel on the new road until the barricades are
removed.

I have an appointment or event on my scheduled day of
paving. What do I do?
We are offering full time golf cart transportation during the entire duration
of this project. The point of contact for this service will be Thomas
Leblanc. Thomas can be reached at 813-460-5003. 

If I plan to use the shuttle when do I have to have my car parked in
one of the designated parking areas?
If you plan to use your car on your day of paving, it must be moved before
7:30 am to one of the designated parking areas (See maps below). After
calling Thomas at the above phone number, he will pick you up and return
you to your home. If you need to leave, call Thomas once again and he
will return you to your car.
 
What happens if I have an emergency during paving?
Ambulances, firetrucks and police vehicles will be able to get through the
construction in the event of an emergency. 
 
Will there be work on holidays or weekends?
Typically, no work will be done on holidays or weekends. However, if
special circumstances arise that require work during this time you will be
notified via eblast and the LED signage will be changed.

Will my irrigation run while my road is being paved?
No. Your irrigation will be suspended the during milling and
paving. Normal cycles will resume the following day. Irrigation inspections



and work order request will also be suspended during this time. 
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